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                  Date   

Subject: Product Recall -  2011-01-03 ALCOHOL PREP PADS & SWABSTICKS   
                             

     

Dear valued Customer, 

We have been informed by H&W Belgium, who subcontracts some of its production to Triad Group USA,
about their decision to voluntary recall all lots of Alcohol Prep Pads and Swabsticks, both sterile and non-
sterile. This recall has been initiated due to a customer concern  on a potential contamination of the products 
with an objectionable organism that may or may not be related to the manufacture of these products.
Attached you will find the Field Safety Notice from the TRIAD group.

All products are CE Medical devices class I, skin cleansing pads or sticks and meant to be used on the intact 
healthy skin prior to injection and could cause some rash or skin infection.  Consequently we are recalling 
this product.

ART DESCRIPTION VWR ART. REF. Supplier  Supplier art ref. 
ALCO-PREP® ALCOHOL PADS 70% USP HUARHW-0610H H&W 610H 
ALCOHOL SWABSTICK NON-STERILE 70% USP HUARHW-4300H H&W 4300H 
ALCOHOL SWABSTICK HUAR10-4300H_U H&W 10-4300H 
ALCOHOL CLEANING SWAB DELT192925 DELTALAB SL 192925 

We request you to check your stock and quarantine the products subject to this recall.  In addition if you 
have further distributed this product, please identify your customers and notify them at once of this product 
recall.

To meet regulatory requirements, we would be grateful if you would confirm receipt of this recall letter by 
sending back the attached response form to  to VWR International asap, latest end of February 2011, 
even if you have no products subject to this recall. It will help us in our reporting to the European 
Surveillance  Authorities on Medical Devices.
VWR International will inform you on how to proceed with the quarantined products, as we depend on the 
instructions given by the manufacturer. Please DO NOT RETURN THE GOODS in this stage of the recall 
process!
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Liability for any subsequent usage of the faulty batch will be entirely with yourselves. 

Please accept our apologies for any inconvenience caused as a result of this occurrenceand should any 
further assistance be required please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Yours sincerely
( Contact details of a local responsible person) 



Deltalab, S.L.U.  Registro Mercantil de Barcelona, número 2681, Folio 01, Tomo 25430 de la Secc. de Sociedades, Hoja B-88293, Insc 1ª - C.I.F. B-60/186.558 

FIELD SAFETY NOTICE
Rubí, 31 January 2011 

Dear customer, 

The company H&W, BELGIUM, responsible for the product “ALCOHOL PRED PADS”,
which subcontracts the production of it to the company TRIAD GROUP USA, informs us 
that this product has been voluntary recall. DELTALAB S.L.U is distributor of this product 
with code 192925. 

Attached you will find the field safety notices from H&W and TRIAD, regarding this 
decision.

Enclosed you can find the list of products subject to this recall that we have supplied you 
since 2007: 

BATCH� QUANTITY� SHIPPING�DATE� DELIVERY�NOTE�

2000� 05/09/2007 221602

2000� 25/10/2007 224828

2000� 15/11/2007 226131

2000� 21/11/2007 226570

2000� 21/01/2008 229777

2000� 24/01/2008 230124

4000� 07/02/2008 231183

2000� 13/02/2008 231628

4000� 05/06/2008 239003

7A201�

4000� 17/07/2008 241862

8F201� 4000� 26/11/2008 249100

2000� 22/04/2010 278948
9G300�

4000� 30/07/2010 285880
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TRIAD GROUP informs that this recall has been initiated due to a potential contamination
of the product by Bacillus cereus. They have received a customer’s claim and they have 
decided revalidate their production lines to ensure that they are not the source of these 
contamination issues.
Meanwhile they have decided, for prevention, recalling all products manufactured from 
2007 until today. 

We would be grateful if you could examine your inventory and quarantine product subject 
to the recall. In addition, if you have further distributed this product, please identify your 
customers and notify them at once of this product recall.
When you dispose of this information, we need that you provide us, as soon as possible. 

With this required information and before returning the product recall, DELTALAB, S.L.U., 
will inform you how to proceed with the quarantine product, as we depends on the 
manufacturer instructions.   

Please, do not hesitate to contact our Quality Department from DELTALAB, S.L.U. for 
further information.

This recall has been communicated to the Surveillance Unit of Medical Devices, which 
belongs to the Agencia Española de Medicamentos y Productos Sanitarios (AEMPS). 

Best regards, 
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